
MARKETING IN ITS TRUEST FORM
We are promoting Artists from all over the world, supporting them 
financially and increasing their visibility through active marketing

www.nftdad.net

Version 1.1 - Digital Art Dealer’s



Introduction
Have you ever thought about what an NFT is and how to get one?

A non-fungible token (NFT), is a blockchain-based tokenization of 
a collectible item or art piece. NFT’s certify digital ownership and 
authenticity, stored publicly on the blockchain for quick verification, 
which means that they cannot be replaced or interchanged making 
them unique
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NFT GOLD RUSH

An NFT gold rush means collectors want to get in early on the 
next generation of collectible items and buying one is not so easy. 
Most are sold on exchanges and you have to know how to use the 
exchange to purchase one. Some NFT’s fetch huge markups in the 
resale market after selling out within seconds of dropping Online.

NFT’s have changed the way we think about art, and this is only the 
beginning.

«GOLD RUSH»  
By: Krystian Kaplon, Poland
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A simpler way of purchasing an NFT is needed 
to take the opportunity to the mass market. In a 
time of uncertainty investing in NFT artwork may 
be the answer for many. Investing in artwork is 
of course NOT purely financially motivated, but 
many investors who are attracted to traditional 
methods of investment are diversifying due to the 
uniqueness, scarcity and higher potential returns 
from investing in NFT Art.

Normally the impetus for purchasing artwork is a 
combination of financial return coupled with a

DASTARDLY MUTTS CLUB, Out of This World Edition: Pluto

passion and desire for the artwork, visually as well as 
part of a growing status symbol. Art and especially 
NFT artwork is increasingly becoming part of a social 
lifestyle status which is exaggerated by the increasing 
importance of social media presence in people’s daily 
lives, which opens up this opportunity to the mass 
market, if delivered in a simple and easy to follow 
way.

Bitcoin was hailed as the new answer for currency 
and now NFT´s are being hailed as the answer for art 
and collectibles. That’s why we say it is time to invest.

 Artist  of the Month

DASTARDLY 
MUTTS CLUB

1/11

Pluto: Limited Edition 1-11

Artist: Ahmed Baloch, Hyderabad Pakistan



 Promotion
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We are promoting new and upcoming Artists here at Digital Art Dealers because we see the potential in 
them and their Artwork. We are looking for Artists from all over the world, supporting them financially and 
increasing their visibility through active marketing.

«Nothing really works here» By: Adesola Yusuf, Nigeria

Early Days
We are still in the early days of NFT’s, and it’s very likely that we’ll see a new crop of interesting NFT use cases 
and experiences that are outside of anything being done today. It’s hard to predict what the future will bring, 
but here at Digital Art Dealers we give you the opportunity to get involved in the NFT world in a simple and 
exclusive way.

As they say, the best way to predict the future is to invent it yourself or be part of the invention!
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 Why  Us
Investing in NFT´s could be lucrative in itself but 
we have combined it with Network Marketing and 
a forced matrix system, to create an explosive and 
unique investment opportunity in the NFT space. 
When thousands of investors join and start promoting 
artists and NFT’s from all over the world we are 
making the Artist visible, attractive and  exclusive. 
When the investor invests in a single NFT,

they will also be placed in a matrix system that will 
grow organically. With this system we have created 
one powerful investment opportunity and one strong 
income opportunity in one deal. We can truly say that 
Digital Art Dealers are a DONE DEAL. If you are going 
to invest in 2022 make sure that a small portion of it 
is in an NFT portfolio offered by Digital Art Dealers. A 
smart way to diversify your investments.

Cryptopunk#9998 sold for a staggering $530 000 000

 Market  Cap
The total NFT market cap according to JP Morgan was over7 Billion Dollars in November 2021 and in January 
2022 it has surpassed 9 Billion and it is  increasing rapidly.
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Summary
• NFT’s are our game and the future for Art and collectibles

• Once Bitcoin was hailed as the new currency, today NFT’s are hailed as the new answer to Art 
and collectibles

• We are promoting new and upcoming Artists at Digital Art Dealers, because we believe in them 
and see their potential

• By actively marketing we will make our Artists known and recognised

• The NFT market volume has already reached $7 Billion and we are still in the early stages

• What if we collectively as a community could find and create a new CRYPTOPUNK #9998 (Sold 
Oct 2021 for $530M)

• Even if we don’t we believe our Artists will show significant growth and increase in the future

• If you become a Digital Art Dealer today you can also become a part of this future as we built 
this community together

Why become a DAD
• Foremost because its’ fun, exciting and rewarding

• Secondly, by diversifying your investments into NFT’s you have a higher potential on your return 
of investment

• Thirdly, by becoming a Digital Art Dealer and marketer, you will have an extra income (which is 
always helpful)

• As a Digital Art Dealer and a marketer you do not have to do a lot it’s almost a sleeping income

• We are building a community of Digital Art Dealers where our system will help you to succeed

• Our NFT’s are affordable and come in limited editions

• On top of all this you will support new and upcoming Artists and join the NFT opportunity in a        
simple and cost effective way
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Main Purpose
The main purpose of Digital Art Dealers is to promote 
well-known, unknown and upcoming artists. 
Introduce them to our community and promote 
them. Imagine the impact thousands of Digital Art 
Dealers could have on promoting an artist’s career. 
We hope that one day we will see a number of our 
artists as successful and attractive in this space, 
that is our ultimate goal. Investing in an artist is an 

Artist: Ahmed Baloch, Hyderabad Pakistan 
PRICE: $250 (BTH, EHT) 
Limited Edition: 1/41

investment for the future. We will do our best to find 
the artists with the greatest  potential.

We are the first community that combines NFT’s with 
a Bonus Plan (Forced Matrix) without requirements 
or qualifications and we pride ourselves in building 
this opportunity together with you to make a real 
difference in this space.

«NFT AND ARTIST ARE ONLY ILLUSTRATIONS»



Mystery Hat
All of our NFT’s come in limited editions with varying exclusivity. We will provide 
a wide range of different and new Artist`s every single month. Since our NFT`s 
come in limited edition, they will be distributed as they are purchased. That 
is why we have introduced the Mystery Hat, your NFT will be revealed to you 
according to which Mystery Hat you purchase!

Remember there is greater value in the NFT the less editions there are, so 
when you decide which Hat or what amount you would like to invest in your 
NFT, the system will pick out the Artist and the Artwork for you, providing a fair, 
trackable and mystery distribution system. 

We can assure you that all of our Artist`s are equally talented and promising, 
you could end up with a future crypto punk or bored ape NFT in value which 
makes this model really exciting! 

To know more about our Artists go to our website. Every month we will pick 
one artist who will be presented as “Artist of the month” and you could end up 
with one of their NFT’s.

An exciting new, limited edition NFT is waiting for you in our Mystery Hat range!

 4 New  Artworks
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We will introduce 4 new artworks at any given time

The NFT´s come in 4 limited edition Categories:

Price: $125 (ETH,BTC) 
Limited Edition: 1/81 
Marketing Community: 
3 Levels Matrix System

Price: $250 (ETH,BTC) 
Limited Edition: 1/41 
Marketing Community: 
6 Levels Matrix System

Price: $500 (ETH,BTC) 
Limited Edition: 1/21 
Marketing Community: 
9 Levels Matrix System

Price: $1 000 (ETH,BTC) 
Limited Edition: 1/11 
Marketing Community: 
12 Levels Matrix System

1/ 81

1/21

1/41

1/11



 Marketing Community
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Ivest in ONE of our NFT´s and get a place in our 
forced matrix system and earn a bonus as a Digital 
Art Dealer. From levels 1 to 12 you will receive 5% in 
bonuses.

As more people join they will be added to the matrix 
so the community will grow organically with very 
little active involvement.

Level 
1 
2 
3

Level 
4 
5 
6

5%

5%

Level 
7 
8 
9

Level 
10 
11 
12

5%

5%

People 
3 
9 
27

People 
81 
243 
729

People 
2 187 
6 561 
19 683

People 
59 049 
177 147 
531 441

Referrals

10%
Personal 
Referrals

From level 1 to 12 you will 
receive 5% in bonuse



www.nftdad.net 
Email: contact@nftdad.net
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